Albion delivers peak performance at an excellent value.

The re-designed “B” Line competes with the best European and Asian imports and surpasses them with the integration of Albion’s legendary quality, state-of-the-art engineering and with the cost savings of an import!

**Compare the “B” Series features with any other gun:**

- **Longer dispensing tool life**— Albion’s adjustment screw technology means increased life of the gun—as the tool wears you can adjust the screw to remove the wasted motion.

- **Increased durability**— Albion’s legendary double gripping plates and steel trigger means increased durability; if it’s dropped it won’t break.

- **More user friendly**— Cartridge guns feature a built-in ladder hook pull. Sausage guns accept all Albion ladder hook pull accessories.

- **Increased efficiency**— Albion’s improved pump efficiency means you get the job done quicker. Designed so that it takes fewer pumps to empty a sausage, you get more efficient use of hand motion.

See reverse side for features and specifications.

**20 oz & 10 oz Sausage Guns— Models B12®S20 & B12®S10 with high-performance drives**

Distributed by: BEST MATERIALS LLC
Ph: 800-474-7570, 602-272-8128 Fax: 602-272-8014
www.BestMaterials.com Email: Sales@BestMaterials.com
Cartridge Gun Models B12® & B26®, thrust ratios 12:1 & 26:1 (10 oz capacity)


Model B26®— (26:1 thrust ratio) all the features of the B12® plus... High-performance applicator. Easily handles high-viscosity materials and the demands of cold weather use. (for high-end professional tools see our website)

Cartridge Gun Models B12®Q & B26®Q, thrust ratios 12:1 & 26:1 (quart capacity)

Model B12®Q — (12:1 thrust ratio) all the features of the B12® with Quart capacity.

Model B26®Q— (26:1 thrust ratio) all the features of the B12®Q plus... More durable drive. Excellent in cold weather applications. Easy to pump. (for high-end professional tools see our website)

20oz/10 oz Sausage Gun Models B12®S20 & B12®S10, thrust ratio 12:1


Model B26®S20/B26®S10 — (26:1 thrust ratio) are also available for high-viscosity materials and the demands of cold weather use. Bulk piston kit also available. (for high-end professional tools see our website)

Cartridge Model B1®
1/10 gallon capacity, thrust ratio 7:1

Excellent value— Light, flexible, easy-to-operate. Designed and built for general use. Smooth, consistent, drip-free application. Stores flat in a toolbox, out of the way.

Dispensable! (for high-end professional tools see our website)

Albion Engineering— As a third generation American manufacturer recognized as a leader in the field of dispensing technologies, we design, develop and build High-End Dispensing Tools and Accessories for the most demanding professional and industrial applications. Complete information on our products and services are available on our website, or by requesting the latest issue of our catalog.